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BB-Homography: Joint Binary Features
and Bipartite Graph Matching for
Homography Estimation
Shaoguo Liu, Haibo Wang, Yiyi Wei, and Chunhong Pan
Abstract— Homography estimation is a fundamental problem
in the field of computer vision. For estimating the homography
between two images, one of the key issues is to match keypoints
in the reference image to the keypoints in the moving image. To
match keypoints in real time, a binary image descriptor, due to
its low matching and storage costs, emerges as a more and more
popular tool. Upon achieving the low costs, the binary descriptor
sacrifices the discriminative power of using floating points. In this
paper, we present BB-Homography, a new approach that fuses
fast binary descriptor matching and bipartite graph for homography estimation. Starting with binary descriptor matching,
BB-Homography uses bipartite graph matching (GM) algorithm to refine the matching results, which are finally passed
over to estimate homography. On realizing the correlation
between keypoint correspondence and homography estimation,
BB-Homography iteratively performs the GM and the homography estimation such that they can refine each other at each
iteration. In particular, based on spectral graph, a fast bipartite GM algorithm is developed for lowering the time cost of
BB-Homography. BB-Homography is extensively evaluated on
both public benchmarks and live-captured video streams that
consistently shows that BB-Homography outperforms conventional methods for homography estimation.
Index Terms— BB-Homography, binary feature descriptor,
graph matching (GM), homography, sparse spectral GM.

I. I NTRODUCTION

I

N COMPUTER vision, homography is used to describe
the transformation between two images of the same planar
surface (see Fig. 1). Homography can be described by a 3 × 3
matrix H, which is the geometric transformation between two
images
b = Ha

(1)

where a and b are corresponding points in the reference
and moving image, respectively. Given a sufficient number
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Fig. 1. Estimating the homography of a magazine with BB-Homography.
Red quadrilaterals visualize the estimated homographies.

of such corresponded points, namely corresponded keypoints,
homography can be accurately estimated by minimizing certain geometric error metric [1]–[5], [16]. While computing
homography from known correspondences has been well studied in [6], how to establish keypoint correspondences remains
unsolved over the last decade.
Local image descriptors are widely used for keypoint
matching. Scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) [7] and
speeded-up robust features (SURF) [15] are the most popular such descriptors due to their robustness to image noise.
However, the high computational cost of extracting and
matching these descriptors prevents them being applied in
the scenario that requires real-time keypoint matching. In
this context, binary descriptor [16]–[19], [21]–[23] emerges
as a replacement of the floating-point descriptors. Unlike
SIFT or SURF, binary descriptor is a string of 0–1 codes;
therefore, extracting and matching the descriptor only involves
fast bitwise operations. Unfortunately, binary values are far
less discriminative than floating points. As a result, when
facing with large viewpoint or illumination variations, binary
descriptor usually becomes less precise than the floating-point
descriptor [10].
Alternatively, the idea of bipartite graph matching (GM)
improves keypoint matching by exploring the graph information among keypoints [8]. In particular, recent advances
in spectral GM greatly improve the speed of computing
high-order graph [27]. In the context, this paper presents
BB-Homography, a novel approach that fuses binary descriptor matching and bipartite GM for homography estimation.
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Fig. 2.
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Keypoint recognition rate on the Graffiti sequence.

to go between the GM and the homography estimation.
In this paper, five iterations are generally enough for obtaining
a high-homography estimation accuracy.
Second, by imposing a row-sparse constraint, unlikely correspondences can be discarded as early as possible, which
greatly reduces the time cost of solving the second-order
graph problem. Moreover, as a relaxation of the conventionally
used one-to-one constraint [24], the row-sparse constraint can
tolerate matching outliers that arise from building the graph.
BB-Homography uses the standard direct linear
transform (DLT) [1] as the homography estimation approach.
To clearly describe the iterations between the GM and the
homography estimation, BB-Homography generalizes the
standard DLT approach such that it can be applied even
though keypoint correspondences are unknown.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes related work. Section III presents the conventional
and the generalized DLT algorithms. Section IV presents
BB-Homography. Section V describes experimental results.
Finally, Section VI closes this paper with the conclusion.
II. R ELATED W ORKS
A. Floating-Point Image Descriptor

Fig. 3.

Keypoint recognition rate on the Wall sequence.

In the scheme, BB-Homography establishes initial keypoint
correspondences via binary descriptor matching, and then
refines the set of correspondences by solving a novel secondorder bipartite graph problem. Finally, BB-Homography estimates homography with the refined correspondences. Inspired
by the fact that keypoint correspondence and homography
estimation are correlated [8], BB-Homography goes back and
forth between the GM and the homography estimation such
that the two steps gradually refine each other. Despite the iterative nature, BB-Homography is computationally efficient due
to: 1) matching binary descriptor is extremely fast; 2) sparse
constraint is applied during the GM for discarding unlikely
keypoint correspondences as early as possible; and 3) GM is
solved based on an efficient probabilistic spectral matching
algorithm [27]. In comparison with the first-order graph in
[8], the used second-order graph is superior in two aspects.
First, since encoding the pairwise affinity information
among keypoint sets, a second-order graph could simultaneously determine two keypoint correspondences at each graph
node. This improves the robustness of GM to local image
distortion. As a result, BB-Homography needs less iterations

SIFT [7] is the stand-stone method for keypoint matching.
However, extracting and matching SIFT feature is not computationally affordable in real-time scenario. To reduce the
matching time of SIFT, principal component analysis (PCA)
has been used in [12] to reduce the length of SIFT descriptor.
Unfortunately, the time cost of matching a large number of the
PCA-reduced SIFT descriptors remains challenging for some
online applications. Hashing method converts the floatingpoint SIFT features into 0–1 codes [13] such that matching
SIFT is transformed as a procedure of hashing address lookup.
Both the two methods need a learning procedure, and for them,
the time-consuming step of extracting SIFT features is still
required. GPU-SIFT could accelerate both the feature extraction and matching procedures using parallel computing [14].
The alternative SURF feature is computationally efficient, but
its practical performance is often less precise [10].
B. Binary Descriptor
Recently, binary descriptor becomes popular due to its low
cost in feature extraction and matching. Random ferns [16]
extract binary features by comparing pairs of two randomly
selected image points. In practical, the binary feature extraction is coupled with a semi-naïve Bayesian classification procedure, such that binary feature matching becomes an efficient
classification problem. Binary robust independent elementary
features (BRIEF) [17] uses the same binary test as Ferns,
but relies on a smarter point sampling strategy. To avoid the
learning phase of Ferns, BRIEF uses Hamming distance [31]
as its similarity metric. The insight of BRIEF evokes the emergence of more binary descriptors. The representative ones are
D-BRIEF [18], BinBoost [22], oriented BRIEF (ORB) [19],
binary robust invariant scalable keypoints (BRISK) [21],
and fast retina keypoint (FREAK) [23]. All these new descriptors improve upon the idea of BRIEF for gaining robustness to
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Algorithm 1: BB-Homography
R n1 n2 ×n1 n2

Data: M ∈
- a second-order graph;
ψ - stopping threshold;
pt - exponentialized assignment prior;
p f - exponentialized score of binary descriptor
matching;
p p - exponentialized reprojection error;
p - assignment probability;
Max I ter the maximum number of iterations
for alternating refinement;
N - the maximum number of iterations for
second-order graph matching;
Result: correspondences z and homography h;
f
pi j ∈ p, pi j = pit j pi j ;
T
M = pp ; M0 = M; p0 = pt p f ;
for 0:MaxIter-1 do
for t = 1 : N do
qt = Mt pt ;
pt +1 = r ownor mali ze(qt );
z ← min pt +1 − Z2 + λ|Z|1 ;
pt +1 ← z;
(i)
;
Mt+1 (i, j) = Mt (i, j ) ppt+1
t (i)
−pt 2
if pt+1
< ψ, break;
n1 n2
end
discretize pt +1 to get zt +1 ;
estimate h and p p ;
pt +1 = pt +1 p p ;
end

different image transformations via either a learning approach
or patch rectification.
In general, binary descriptor is less precise than the floatingpoint descriptor [10]. This is mainly because a binary string
is less discriminative than a corresponding string of floating
points. However, the fast speed of binary descriptor allows
one to integrate some poststeps for improving the matching
result, while keeping the combined time cost lower than the
requirement of certain application.
C. Bipartite GM
Bipartite GM refers to matching two point sets based
on the between set-graph information. As a combinatorial
optimization problem, GM is typically NP hard, and can only
be solved with certain constraint relaxation. Graduatedassign,
proposed by [24], relaxes the integer assignment constraints
such that they can be effectively executed via row and column normalizations. In practice, Graduatedassign often takes
many iterations to reach a high accuracy. Leordeanu and
Herbert [25] reanalyze the problem from a spectral decomposition perspective, and develops a fast spectral matching
algorithm. Zass et al. [31] reinterpret the spectral GM in
a probability way, and proposes a probabilistic matching
algorithm accordingly. The approach is claimed having a
higher convergence rate. Chertok and Keller [26] extend this
idea to high-order GM. Egozi et al. [27] point out that
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probabilistic spectral GM is essentially a maximum likelihood
estimation. Based on this analysis, they propose a more efficient spectral matching algorithm following the more effective
maximum a posteriori (MAP) framework.
With these recent advances, GM becomes feasible for realtime keypoint matching. In particular, by matching keypoints
with fast binary descriptors, GM can be used as a poststep
to refine the matching results. For example, our previous
work has introduced Softferns [8], which fuses binary Ferns
and first-order GM for homography estimation. In practice,
Softferns often needs many iterations to recursively refine the
GM result and the estimated homography. In this paper, we
extend this idea using a second-order graph to replace the firstorder one, such that less iterations between the GM and the
homography estimation are required.
III. H OMOGRAPHY E STIMATION
In this section, we first introduce the standard DLT
algorithm that computes homography with known keypoint
correspondences. Then, we describe a generalized DLT algorithm that allows us to compute homography with unknown
keypoint correspondences. Finally, we describe how to fuse
the generalized DLT with first-order GM.
A. Direct Linear Transform
Let x = [u, v, 1]T denote the homogeneous coordinate
of an arbitrary image point, and X1 = {x11 , x12 , . . . , x1n1 },
X2 = {x21 , x22 , . . . , x2n2 } the keypoint set of a planar surface
in image I1 and image I2 , respectively. The homography H
that models the transformation from I1 to I2 can be estimated
by
min X1 − HX2 22 , s.t. det(H) = 1.

(2)

H

The constraint det(H) = 1 implies that there are only eight
unknown variables in the 3 × 3 matrix H. DLT [1] estimates
the vectorized H according to
Ah = 0
where


−u i1 −v1i

−1

(3)

u i1 u i2

u i1 v2i

u i1

−u i1 −v1i −1 v1i u i2
T

h = h1, h2, h3, h4, h5, h6, h7, h8, h9 .

v1i v2i

v1i

Ai =

0

0

0

0

0

0



This suggests that h lies in the null space of A. Accordingly,
we can rewrite (2) as
min hT AT Ah.
h

(4)

B. Generalized DLT
When keypoint correspondences are unknown, the cost
function to estimate homography is
min
H

n2
n1 

i

j


j 2
δ i j x1i − Hx2 

(5)
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Fig. 4.
Homography (colored quadrilaterals) estimation on the Graffiti sequence. Different color standards for different algorithm. Red: Ferns [16].
Blue: Softferns [8]. Green: Graphferns. Yellow: groundtruth. Groundtruth is covered when overlapped with the estimated homography. (a) 20°. (b) 30°.
(c) 40°. (d) 50°. (d) 60°.

Fig. 5.
Homography (colored quadrilaterals) estimation on the Wall sequence. Different color standards for different algorithm. Red: Ferns [16].
Blue: Softferns [8]. Green: Graphferns. Yellow: groundtruth. Groundtruth is covered when overlapped with the estimated homography. (a) 20°. (b) 30°.
(c) 40°. (d) 50°. (d) 60°.

where δ i j is a correspondence indicator

j
1, if x1i and x2 are corresponded
δi j =
0, otherwise.

we replace AT A with
n1 
n2

i

We now show how to generalize the DLT solution in (4)
given (5). We easily see that each block in A equals
⎡ j
⎤
j
x 2 y2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
i
−1 0 x 1 ⎢
⎥
j
j
Ai j =
⎣ 0 0 0 x 2 y2 1 0 0 0 ⎦
0 −1 y1i
j
j
0 0 0 0 0 0 x 2 y2 1
j

= X̂1i X̂2 .
To reformulate (5) in the way that (4) is described,

AiTj Ai j δi j = AT ẐA

(6)

j

where
 T
AT = A11
⎡
δ11
⎢δ11
⎢
⎢
Ẑ = ⎢ 0
⎢ ..
⎣ .
0

T
A12

...

0
0
δ12
..
.

...
...
0...
..
.

...

0

T
A21

...
0
0
0
..
.

AnT1 n2
⎤

δ2n1 n2 ×2n1 n2

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥.
⎥
⎦
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Fig. 6. Keypoint recognition rate on the mousepad sequence. Note that the empty bins standard for the moments that homography could not be correctly
estimated.

Fig. 7. Homography (red quadrilaterals) detection on the mousepad sequence. First row: Ferns. Second row: Softferns. Third row: Graphferns. Note that on
the frames that the algorithm fails, no red quadrilateral is drawn.

Fig. 8. Keypoint recognition rate on the book sequence. Note that the empty bins standard for the moments that homography could not be correctly estimated.

Here, Ẑ is an augmented assignment matrix. Plugging (5)
into (4) leads to
min hT AT ẐAh

(7)

Ẑ,h

which is refereed as the generalized DLT for homography
estimation with unknown keypoint correspondences.
C. DLT With First-Order GM
Without extra constraints solving Z and h for (7) is
intractable. We can formulate the problem of optimizing Z as
a GM problem, which can be solved with Softassign [24]. Softassign is based on the idea of So f tmax, that is, assigning 1

to each z in z equals maximizing z · p, where p is the matching
probability of z
max zT p
z

s.t. Z · 1 ≤ 1, ZT · 1 ≤ 1, Z = {0, 1}n1 ×n2
Rn1 ×n2

Rn1 n2 ×1

(8)

where Z ∈
and z ∈
is the row-vectorized
replica of Z, P ∈ Rn1 ×n2 is a piecewise affinity matrix with
each entry being the likelihood assigning 0 or 1 to Z, and
p ∈ Rn1 n2 ×1 is the row-vectorized replica of P. z i j ∈ Z
equals 1 if x i1 corresponds to x 2j ; and 0, otherwise. The twoway constraints of Z·1 ≤ 1 and ZT ·1 ≤ 1 enforce that a point
in X1 corresponds to at most one point in X2 and vice versa.
Note that Zi ·1 = 0 or ZiT ·1 = 0 indicates no correspondence.
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Fig. 9. Homography (red quadrilaterals) detection on the book sequence. First row: Ferns. Second row: Softferns. Third row: Graphferns. Note that on the
frames that the algorithm fails, no red quadrilateral is drawn.

Fig. 10.

Reference targets in the Metaio dataset. Left (every two images): images of low, repetitive, normal, and high texturedness.

IV. BB-H OMOGRAPHY
Rn1 ×n2

Since P ∈
is a piecewise affinity graph, the
Softassign formulation in (9) is referred to as a first-order GM
problem. As presented in this section, BB-Homography uses
a pairwise second-order graph M ∈ Rn1 n2 ×n1 n2 to replace the
piecewise graph P ∈ Rn1 ×n2 , for determining every pair of
two correspondences simultaneously.
A. Formulations
Fig. 11. Speed comparison. Surprisingly, although Graphferns uses a higher
order graph than Softferns, Graphferns is faster than Softferns. This is mainly
because less iterations between the GM and the homography estimation are
required in Graphferns.

BB-Homography utilizes a second-order graph to
replace the first-order graph in (9). The cost function
of BB-Homography is expressed as
max(zT Mz − hAT ẐAh + 1T · Z · 1)
z,h

Putting together the Softassign idea with the generalized
DLT formulation in (7) leads to

s.t. ZT · 1 ≤ 1
|zTj | ≤ k j , j = 1, 2, . . . , n 2
z = {0, 1}n1 n2 ×1 .

max(zT p − hAT ẐAh)

(10)

z,h

s.t. Z · 1 ≤ 1, ZT · 1 ≤ 1, Z = {0, 1}n1 ×n2 .

(9)

For (9), we can first determine the assignment matrix z
using Softassign, then compute the homography h based on
the assigned correspondences. In particular, Softferns [8] and
Softposit [9] propose an alternating scheme that goes back
and forth between alternatively optimizing z and h. Each z is
individually assigned in the Softassign framework, but since h
needs at least four correct correspondences, a large number
of iterations are usually required for accurately estimating h.
In the following, we show that if we replace the Softassign
scheme with a second-order GM solution, the number of
iterations to reach the same estimation accuracy of h could
be obviously reduced.

As compared with (9), BB-Homography is different in four
aspects.
1) M is the second-order pairwise graph built on P.
In BB-Homography, M is initialized with the score of
binary descriptor matching. We build a sparse M to keep
BB-Homography real-time.
2) The third term 1T · Z · 1 is used to encourage correspondences when optimizing h.
3) The constraint ZT · 1 ≤ 1 enforces that each point in
X2 corresponds to at most one point in X1 . ZT · 1 = 0
indicates no correspondence.
4) The constraint |zi | ≤ ki keeps each row sparse, where
ki is a sparsity controller for the i th row. This constraint
is used as a relaxation of the conventional one-to-one
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constraint. Intuitively, since we match an outlier-free
model X1 to an acquired set of points X2 that contain
outliers, one-to-one constraint on graph rows would
cause a lot of mismatches. In contrast, enforcing the
sparsity constraint does not have the issue, and can
remove unlikely matches early.
In (10), z and h are solved alternatively. In the following
subsections, we will give details of which binary descriptor is
used, how to build M and how to alternatively solve z and h.
B. Binary Descriptor Matching
M is initialized with the score of binary descriptor matching.
Due to its simplicity Ferns [16] is used as our primary binary
descriptor. In Section V, we also test other state-of-the-art
binary descriptors, such as BRIEF [17] and ORB [19].
Ferns was originally proposed in [16], as a new method
fusing Bayesian classification and binary feature splitting.
Each binary feature is determined by a simple intensity test

1 if I (x1 ) ≤ I (x2 )
(11)
f =
0 otherwise
where x1 and x2 are two randomly sampled locations in image
patch I centered at a keypoint. A fern classifier consists of a
number of Ferns, with each fern being a set of such binary
features. During a training stage each fern is attached with the
posterior probabilities for every keypoint class. The probability
is calculated as the ratio of the number of image patches
of a keypoint that reaches the fern to the total number of
image patches that reach the fern. For keypoint recognition,
test binary features are extracted on randomly transformed
image patches around the keypoint, and then matches with the
learned Ferns. The log-sum of all the posterior probabilities
of the reached Ferns are then calculated and the arg max is
taken for the classification of the keypoint.
C. Building a Sparse Graph
For BB-Homography, a sparse graph P ∈ Rn1 ×n2 is built
using adaptive k-nearest neighbor. For a reference point in X1 ,
we retain its k-nearest neighbors in X2 , whose matching scores
are larger than a preset threshold

h 
if h i j ≥ γ h ik
exp 2σi j2
hi j =
(12)
0
otherwise
where h i j is the score of binary descriptor matching, e.g., for
Ferns, it is the log-sum of the posterior probabilities stored
in the Ferns that are reached by the test sample. h ik is the
largest score amongst {h i j | j = 1, . . . , n 2 } with γ ∈ (0, 1)
being a preset threshold. The variance σ ensures that M is
both symmetric and nonnegative. Based on the matching score,
the matching probability for an arbitrary pair of keypoints is
calculated as
hi j
.
(13)
pi j = n2
j =1 h i j
Throughout our experiments, γ and σ are fixed as
0.5 and 1.5, respectively. For temporal consistency,

Fig. 13. Detecting the illumination variation of the unequal-road sign. From
top are the results of Ferns, Softferns, and Graphferns, respectively. Estimated
homography is visualized in red.

a temporal prior pit , specified as the historical accumulation
f
of the average of { pi j | j = 1, . . . , n 2 }, is then integrated for
every reference keypoint. Composing p f and pt yields the
final probability entry in p
f

pi j = pi j pit .

(14)

By assuming that keypoint correspondences are independent,
a sparse second-order graph is built as
M = ppT .

(15)

D. Efficient Spectral GM
Once a sparse graph M is built, we have the following GM
problem to solve:
max zT Mz
z

ZT · 1 ≤ 1
|zTj | ≤ k j , j = 1, 2, . . . , n 2
z = {0, 1}n1 n2 ×1 .

(16)

The algorithm of probabilistic spectral matching [27] is
adapted here to solve this problem. The way that M is built
suggests that the assignment probability p can be estimated by
computing the rank-one approximation (ROA) of the affinity
matrix M. The Eckart–Young Theorem states that the eigendecomposition of M is its optimal ROA in terms of the Frobenius
norm
p∗ = arg min M − ppT  F .
p

(17)

Therefore, the eigendecomposition of M is a proxy for
computing the ROA. A short derivation leads to the following
update strategy of p:
p ← Mp.

(18)

Following the ROA computation of p, the graph constraints
are executed in the following order.
First, apply the one-to-one constraint to row entries via row
normalization [27]
P(ci j , ci  j  )
.
i,i  P(ci j , ci  j  )

P(ci j , ci  j  ) ← 

(19)
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Fig. 12. Homography estimation rate on the Metaio dataset. X label refers to the five random variations (in the order of angle, range, fast far, fast close,
and illumination). Note that the rates of SIFT and SURF were copied from the results reported in [10].

for each row, λ is adaptively determined by
λ = γ max(Pi1 , Pi2 , . . . , Pin2 )
where γ is s sparsity controller. Here, we use the same value
for λ as in (12).
Third, P is updated following the efficient MAP update
framework [27]:
Pt +1 (ci j |ci  j  ) = Pt (ci j |ci  j  )

Fig. 14. Detecting the angle variation of the stop-sign target. From top
are the results of Ferns, Softferns, and Graphferns, respectively. Estimated
homography is visualized in red.

Second, apply the sparsity constraint to entries on a per-row
basis, which leads to a set of n 1 independent subproblems
min pi − zi 2 + λ|zi |, i = 1, 2, . . . , n 1 .

(20)

Soft thresholding [30] is used to solve these subproblems.
Since Pi j is a probability, we have Pi j  0, then the following
solution is easily derived:

P̂i j =

Pi j −
0

λ
2

if Pi j > λ2
otherwise

(21)

Pt +1 (ci j )
.
Pt (ci j )

(22)

Finally, according to the discretization method in [25],
p is discretized to output z.
E. Alternating Refinement
After solving the above GM problem, homography h is
computed by
min(hAT ẐAh − 1T · Z · 1).
z,h

(23)

Generalized DLT in conjunction with progressive sample
consensus (PROSAC) [11] is used here for optimizing z
and h simultaneously. PROSAC is able to remove outliers
when optimizing the correspondences z. In our implementation, PROSAC starts with ranking the entries of P.
Essentially, GM and homography estimation are correlated
problems. While GM provides keypoint correspondences for
homography estimation, the estimated homography can be
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Fig. 15.
Detecting the fast-far variation of the car target. From top
are the results of Ferns, Softferns, and Graphferns, respectively. Estimated
homography is visualized in red.

Fig. 17. Detecting range change of the stone target. From top to bottom
are the results of Ferns, Softferns, and Graphferns, respectively. Estimated
homography is shown in red.

V. E XPERIMENTS

Fig. 16. Detecting the fast-close variation of the building target. From top
are the results of Ferns, Softferns, and Graphferns, respectively. Estimated
homography is visualized in red.

used back to refine the correspondences. This suggests that
if we go back and forth between the GM and the homography
estimation steps, their results can be gradually refined.
To apply the estimated homography h to correspondence
refinement, we define the following geometric probability:


x1 − Hx2 2
(24)
P p = exp −
2σ 2
which is used to update Pi j as
p

Pi j ← Pi j · Pi , j = 1, 2, . . . , n 2 .

(25)

With this geometric probability integrated, we return to the
GM step, and iterate the whole process until converging to a
certain accuracy.
F. Summary of BB-Homography
BB-Homography is formally summarized in Algorithm 1.
MaxIter refers to the maximum number of iterations between
the GM and the homography estimation. N is the maximum
number of iterations for spectral GM, while ψ is a stopping
threshold. They are fixed as 5, 10, and 0.001, respectively.
The time cost of Ferns extraction, Ferns matching, and
homography estimation is negligible as compared with
GM. Therefore, the approximate time complexity of
BB-Homography is O(n 1 n 2 ), where n 1 and n 2 are the number
of reference and test keypoints, respectively.

To validate the effectiveness of BB-Homography, we conducted extensive experiments on the public Mikolajczyk
imageset [28], [29], two live-captured videos and the Metaio
video dataset [10].
We call BB-Homography based on the Ferns descriptor
Graphferns. Throughout the paper, Graphferns is compared
with the following strategies: 1) Ferns, which blindly combines
Ferns [16], PROSAC and the standard DLT for homography
estimation and 2) Softferns [8], which combines Ferns,
first-order GM, PROSAC, and the generalized DLT for homography estimation. Here, we use the Ferns code provided
in [16]. For fair comparison, we remove the tracking module
from the implementation of [16] such that homography is
independently estimated at each frame. To balance accuracy
and efficiency, 50 reference keypoints are kept and 30 Ferns of
size 12 are used for both Ferns, Softferns, and Graphferns. The
experimental environment is an Intel Q9550 3-GHz machine
with 2-GB memory.

A. Mikolajczyk Imageset
The Mikolajczyk imageset consists of eight image
sequences. Each sequence contains one of these image variations: blur, viewpoint, light, JPEG compression, zoom, and
rotation. Here, we only report the results on the Wall and
Graffiti sequences as on the other six sequences, performances of the compared strategies are not noticeably different.
In the Wall and Graffiti sequences, image viewpoint varies
continuously from 20° to 60°.
Fig. 4 shows some qualitative results on the Graffiti
sequence. Ferns succeeds only when the viewpoint angle is
small (20° and 30°). Softferns succeeds under 40° but fails
for larger angles. In contrast, Graphferns could still detect the
target under 50°. Here, we define keypoint recognition rate
as the ratio of correctly matched reference keypoints to all
reference keypoints. A keypoint is correctly matched when
its geometrically reprojected error is lower than 10 pixel.
The keypoint recognition rates of all the compared strategies
are shown in Fig. 2, among which the recognition rate of
Graphferns is the highest.
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Fig. 18. Comparing the homography estimation rates of ORB and GraphORB on the Metaio dataset. X label refers to the five random variations (in the
order of angle, range, fast far, fast close, and illumination). When nearly no ORB matches are correct (in the high 1case), GraphORB also fails as GraphORB
relies on ORB for providing initial correspondences.

Fig. 5 shows some qualitative results on the Wall sequence.
Ferns accurately detects the homography under 40°, but fails
under larger angles. In contrast, both Softferns and Graphferns
successfully detect the homography under 50° although both
fail under 60°. As looking at the keypoint recognition rates in
Fig. 3, we see that Graphferns has higher rates than Softferns
with respect to both 50° and 60°.
B. Live-Captured Videos
The second experiment uses the mousepad sequence
published in [16] as well as a live-captured book sequence.
In the 1041-frame mousepad sequence, a planar mousepad
undergoes various angle and scale changes in a cluttered
environment. Here, we define homography estimation rate as
the ratio of the number of correctly estimated frames to the
number of all frames. The estimated homography is claimed
correct if the percentage of inlier keypoints is larger than
20%. The homography estimation rate of Ferns is 63.05%,
while the rates of Softferns and Graphferns are 89.3% and
92.54%, respectively. Fig. 6 shows the corresponding keypoint recognition rates while Fig. 7 shows some qualitative
results. Generally speaking, Ferns and Softferns could correctly estimate the homography when the mousepad undergoes
small and moderate pose variations. For large scale and
angle variations, Graphferns apparently outperforms Ferns and
Softferns.
The live-captured book sequence has a length of
1268 frames, and contains simultaneous occlusion, illumination, and pose variations. The homography estimation rates
of Ferns, Softferns, and Graphferns are 35.36%, 64.95%, and
72.81%, respectively. Fig. 8 shows the keypoint recognition
rate measured at every 25 frames, while Fig. 9 shows some

illustration frames. As we can see, all the compared algorithms work well under moderate pose variations, but when
lighting changes or occlusion happens on top of the pose
variations, only Graphferns could correctly detect the moving
book.
C. Metaio Dataset
The Metaio dataset [10] comprises video sequences generated with eight reference images (Fig. 10) from four categories: low, repetitive, normal, and high texturedness. Five
video sequences are generated from each reference image,
with each sequence having one of these five random variations:
angle, range, fast far, fast close, and illumination. There are in
total 8 × 5 = 40 sequences at the resolution of 640×480. To
prevent distraction of a cluttered background, all the sequences
are generated with a homogeneous white background.
Following [10], the reference targets were evaluated in the
order of low texture, repetitive texture, normal texture, and
high texture. For each target, the evaluation order is angle,
range, fast far, fast close, and illumination. Fig. 12 shows the
resulting homography estimation rates. Note that the results
of SIFT and SURF are directly copied from [10]. Our Ferns
results are slightly worse than the reported ones in [10] as:
1) we remove the tracking module in the original Ferns
code [16] and 2) we use only 50 reference keypoints and
30 Ferns of size 12 for gaining a high-running speed. As shown
in Fig. 12, Graphferns outperforms Ferns and Softferns in
all the cases. In comparison with the floating-point SIFT
and SURF descriptors, Graphferns performs comparably or
better to SIFT in the cases of low and normal texturedness,
while surpassing SURF in all the cases. Example detection results are shown in Figs. 13–17, which illustrate the
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Fig. 19. Comparing the homography estimation rates of BRIEF and GraphBRIEF on the Metaio dataset. X label refers to the five random variations (in
the order of angle, range, fast far, fast close, and illumination). When nearly no correct matches arise from BRIEF in the cases of low 1 and high 1, BRIEF
that blindly uses BRIEF matching rarely succeeds, but GraphBRIEF greatly raises the rates via the iterative refinement between the GM and the homography
estimation.

favorable performance of Graphferns under different image
transformations.
Fig. 11 shows the running speeds of Ferns, Softferns, and
Graphferns. Surprisingly, although Graphferns uses a higher
order graph than Softferns, Graphferns remains faster than
Softferns. This is mainly because less iterations between the
GM and the homography estimation are required in Graphferns. Since of both Softferns and Graphferns need to build
a bipartite graph, their speeds are sensitive to the number of
detected keypoints. As a result, they become noticeably slower
in the cases of repetitive and high texturedness.
On the dataset, we also evaluate the performance
of BB-Homography when another state-of-the-art binary
descriptor, including BRIEF, ORB, BRISK, and FREAK,
is used. We found that ORB and BRIEF show obviously
better results than BRISK and FREAK. Due to space limit,
here we only report the results of ORB and BRIEF. We use
the OpenCV1 implementation of ORB and BRIEF in conjunction with brute-force matching. Fifty template keypoints
are retained and the other parameters are left at OpenCVs
default settings. For clarity, we call BB-Homography based
on BRIEF GraphBRIEF and BB-Homography based on ORB
GraphORB. Fig. 18 shows the results of comparing ORB
(ORB + PROSAC + DLT) with GraphORB, while Fig. 19
shows the comparison between BRIEF (BRIEF + PROSAC +
DLT) and GraphBRIEF. All the results demonstrate that
BB-Homography outperforms the conventional methodology
that blindly uses binary descriptor matching for homography
estimation.
1 http://opencv.org/

VI. C ONCLUSION
This paper presented BB-Homography, a novel iterative
approach that fuses binary descriptor matching and bipartite
GM for homography estimation. BB-Homography consists
of three modules—matching binary descriptor for establishing keypoint correspondences, refining the correspondences
with fast bipartite GM, and estimating homography with the
refined correspondences. The high-computational speed of
the first two modules allows BB-Homography to go back
and forth between the GM and the homography estimation
modules, such that their results can be mutually refined at each
iteration. Extensive experiments show that by systematically
integrating the three modules, BB-Homography achieves a
high-homography estimation accuracy while maintaining a
high-computational speed.
By experimenting with different binary descriptors (Ferns,
BRIEF, and ORB), it is shown that BB-Homography
consistently outperforms the conventional homography estimation framework that blindly uses binary descriptor matching.
We have also observed that along with the existing binary
descriptors, Ferns is the best choice for BB-Homography.
In the future, we will extend BB-Homography to solve the
problem of 3-D rigid and nonrigid pose estimation.
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